The Cathedral Collection
Naturally Charismatic Wood Floors
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The Cathedral Collection
Character & Style:
The Kahrs Cathedral Collection is an exclusive range of
diverse, stylish and charismatic wood floors. Currently
consisting of 18 premium quality designs, The Cathedral
Collection showcases a broad spectrum of colours, finishes
and grades to appeal to all tastes.
Wood is the most sustainable, beautiful and versatile
natural flooring material. Few materials can add as much
warmth and character as a real wood floor. It can soften the
most minimalistic designs and accentuate the rustic
character of traditional spaces.
Within the Kahrs Cathedral Collection, you’ll find stunning
natural oak floors in both 1-strip and 3-strip designs, some
rustic and some modern. You’ll find rich, smoked oak boards,

deep in colour and tone with a natural variation from board
to board. There are light and bright, pale oak floors and
subtle greys too. Some boards are brushed and
handscraped to give a wonderful texture to the surface,
whilst others enjoy a smooth lacquered finish.
There is diversity and character throughout this collection,
and a quality of craftsmanship that resonates from every
board.
The Cathedral Collection is a stunning showcase of natural
wood floors, built to stand the test of time, feel warm
underfoot, and bring a touch of class to soften the interior
decor of any room.
Enjoy!

Kährs

Engineering Excellence

Beauty With a Conscience

Kährs have been manufacturing wood flooring since
1857, and their global reputation is built on exacting
quality and design standards. They are the oldest wood
floor manufacturer still in operation in the world today.
Inventors of the world’s first engineered wood floor,
Kährs are innovators in their industry. Hardwood, whilst
beautiful and hard-wearing, is naturally reactive to both
temperature and moisture. Engineered wood
flooring was invented to solve the problems faced by
solid wood floors and create a far more flexible, durable
and sustainable product.
In 1984, Kährs were the first floor manufacturer able
to boast a completely solvent-free production process.
In 1999, Kährs introduced the world’s first engineered
floor with a glueless locking joint. This technology was
seen as revolutionary in the industry.
All of the Cathedral Collection floors are suitable
with underfloor heating, and all come with a Kährs
Domestic Warranty of between 20 and 30 years.

Kährs are world renowned not only for their superior
craftsmanship but also for their environmental
conscience.
The multi-layer construction of the Cathedral
Collection floors means the wood raw material is
utilized as efficiently as possible.
Furthermore, the Kährs production process
has been designed to have minimal impact on the
environment, and any waste material is converted into
bio-fuel to heat the production plant as well as the
neighbouring homes of over 40,000 local residents.
This dedication to the environment earned
Kährs an ISO 14001 environmental management
certification more than a decade ago. All Kährs floors
are naturally free from solvents, formaldehyde and
isocyanate.

NOTE: All images used in this brochure are representative only. Wood is a natural material so variations in colour and tone are to be
expected.
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Multi-Layer Flooring
Up to 75% More Stable than Solid Wood Floors
In 1941, Kährs patented the first modern factory-made multi-layer wood floor. It consists
of several wood-based layers glued together.
All of the floors in the Cathedral Collection
utilize this 3-layer construction. The real
hardwood top layer that you see and walk on
every day, the middle layer of spruce or pine,
and the ply backing on the underside.

These changes are what cause gaps to occur
in solid wood flooring. The purpose of a muti-layer construction is to counteract wood’s
natural movement. By gluing different layers
crossways, they never move in the same
direction. Thanks to their construction, The
Cathedral Collection engineered wood floors
are up to 75% more stable than solid wood
flooring.

More Stable

More Sustainable

A wooden floor is hygroscopic, which means
it is living and moving. As a room’s humidity
changes, the floor swells, shrinks and moves.
You might not think about it very often,
but the humidity in your home varies a lot
depending on the season. These fluctuations
create extensive natural changes.

Apart from a durable construction, Kahrs
multi-layer engineered wood floors are also
a sustainable choice. The construction uses
valuable hardwood in a more effective way
and the base layers consist of faster growing
woods like spruce or pinewood.

Kahrs Oak Inverness

(Page 26)
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Kahrs Oak Milan
A Clean and Mellow, Warming Natural Oak Floor

Product Description:
Oak Milan is a fixed length 1-strip board, boasting soft and
warm natural oak tones. It comes in a choice of finishes;
Matt Lacquered for a smooth hard-wearing surface layer
that requires minimal maintenance, or Oiled for the most
natural look.

The matt lacquer finish allows the natural colour and tone
of the wood to shine through, even in direct sunlight, and
provides a smooth surface layer of protection.
The oiled finish offers the most natural looking floor, whilst
still providing protection against wear and tear. The added
benefit of an oiled finish is that it can be easily re-oiled
throughout its lifetime to keep it looking fresh and new.
Simply apply a little oil and mop into the floor with a
microfiber mop, for a nice even finish. Quick and easy to
apply, and a great way to preserve the natural beauty of
your oak floor!
Regardless of finish, the Oak Milan comes in fixed length
boards 1900mm long by 190mm wide and a thickness of
14mm, with 3.5mm wear-layer. A bevelled edge creates
that full plank look and feel and the innovative click-joint
makes installation quick and easy as each board clicks
snugly into place beside its neighbor. The click-joint means
the floor can be laid as a floating floor, each plank locking
tightly together with no need for adhesives – saving time
and money on installation costs. For uneven sub-floors
or specific circumstances a glue-down installation is also
perfectly suitable with the Oak Milan boards.
For a clean and mellow, warming natural wood floor, the
Kährs Oak Milan is a great choice and with a 20 year
domestic warranty, it has a beauty built to last.

Technical Specifications:
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Design:

1-Strip, Micro-Bevelled

Surface Treatment:

Matt Lacquer or Nature Oiled.

Board Dimensions:

1900 x 190 x 14mm

Wear-Layer:

3.5mm Approx.

Re-Sandable:

2 – 3 Times.

Joint:

Woodloc® Click Joint

Installation:

Floating or Glue-Down

Pack Size:

2.88m2 per pack

Warranty:

20 Years.
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Kahrs Oak Sofia
Natural Oak 3-Strip Board, Ideal for Smaller Spaces

Product Description:
The Kährs Oak Sofia flooring is a 3-strip board, available in matt or satin lacquered finish. Each
board measures 2423 x 200 x 13mm with a 2.6mm wear layer.
Natural oak tones, with variation from light straw brown to earthy amber, give this floor plenty
of depth and character. The 3-strip design makes the Oak Sofia an ideal choice for hallways
or smaller areas where the
narrower strips of natural oak
can create the illusion of more
space.
The Oak Sofia enjoys the newest
version of Kährs’ patented
click-joint technology, the
Woodloc® 5S, which not only
creates a gap-free floor with
it’s strong locking mechanism
but also makes the uplift and
replacement of individual boards
within the floor a much quicker
and easier task.
The board can be re-sanded
2 – 3 times during its lifetime
and comes with a Kährs
domestic warranty of 20 years.
This floor is also suitable for
underfloor heating and can be
laid as a floating floor or glued
down.

Technical Specifications:
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Design:

3-Strip

Surface Treatment:

Satin Lacquer, Matt Lacquered.

Board Dimensions:

2423 x 200 x 13mm

Wear-Layer:

2.6mm Approx.

Re-Sandable:

2 – 3 Times.

Joint:

Woodloc® 5S Click-Joint

Installation:

Floating or Glue-Down

Pack Size:

3.40m2 per pack

Warranty:

20 Years.
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Kahrs Oak Florence White
Light Oak, Pale Tones, Clean and Contemporary

Product Description:
The Florence White Oak is a 1-Strip Floor with lighter
shades and pale tones for a clean and contemporary
finish. Each board measures 1900 x 190 x 14mm with
a 3.5mm wear layer and bevelled edge.
Lighter wood floors like the Florence White Oak are
right on trend, with modern tastes preferring the
pastel shades over the more traditional brown oaks.
There is no doubting that the lighter tone of the
Florence White creates a fresh, clean look and feel,
opening up the interior space and blending nicely
with both modern and traditional styles.
This floor comes with a click-joint for quick and
simple installation. The Matt Lacquer finish helps
to show off the natural grain whilst providing a
hard-wearing layer of surface protection.
The Florence White Oak flooring comes with a 20
year domestic guarantee and is suitable with
underfloor heating.

Technical Specifications:
Design:

1-Strip, 4-Sided Bevel

Surface Treatment:

Matt Lacquered.

Board Dimensions:

1900 x 190 x 14mm

Wear-Layer:

3.5mm Approx.

Re-Sandable:

2 – 3 Times.

Joint:

Woodloc® 5G Click

Installation:

Floating or Glue-Down

Pack Size:

2.88m2 per pack

Warranty:

20 Years.

NOTE: All images used in this brochure are representative only. Wood is a natural material so variations in colour and tone are to be expected.
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Kahrs Oak Palermo
Greige Tones Add A Contemporary Feel To This Floor

Product Description:
Grey is very much on trend this year and this Kährs
Grey Oak Palermo flooring is both stylish and sophisticated. The greige tones add a contemporary feel to
the floor without detracting from its natural roots.
The grey actually helps to accentuate the natural
grain in the wood, whilst also matching up perfectly
to the grey trend in many other interior elements,
from kitchens and windows to furniture and wall
coverings.
Oak Palermo is a matt lacquer floor and comes in
board sizes of 1900 x 190 x 14mm, with a 3.5mm
wear layer and 4-sided bevel. The matt lacquer
finish helps to show off the natural tones in the wood
whilst also providing a layer of surface protection
against wear and tear.
It has a built-in click-joint for quick and simple
installation, with no need for adhesives.
Micro-bevelling gives that full plank look and feel and
brushing brings out the natural texture of the wood.
The Kahrs Oak Palermo Flooring comes with a 20
year domestic guarantee and is suitable with
underfloor heating.

Technical Specifications:
Design:

1-Strip, 4-Sided Bevel

Surface Treatment:

Matt Lacquered, Brushed

Board Dimensions:

1900mm x 190mm x 14mm

Wear-Layer:

3.5mm Approx.

Re-Sandable:

2 – 3 Times.

Joint:

Woodloc® 5G Click-Joint

Installation:

Floating or Glue-Down

Pack Size:

2.88m2 per pack

Warranty:

20 Years.
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Kahrs Oak Seville
Stunning Light Oak, with Pale Tones and Sandy Shades
Product Description:
The Kährs Oak Seville is a beautiful light oak floor, with pale tones and sandy shades. It is a
1-strip floor, meaning the full 190mm width of the board is covered in one single strip of real
oak.
Brushing accentuates the natural texture in the wood and the oiled finish enriches colour and
tone. The floor can be re-oiled when needed, to restore it to it’s original beauty and keep your
floor looking fresh and new for years to come.
A 4-sided bevel creates a V-groove in the joints, giving that full plank look and feel.
Lighter shades are right on trend at
the moment and the Oak Seville is well
suited to both modern and traditional
spaces.
Fixed length boards of 1.9 metres,
create a sleek and clean finish and
at 14mm thick, this is a floor with
strength and durability. The Kährs
Fold-Down Click-Joint locks each
board tightly into place for a gap-free
floor. This innovative joint system
means the boards can be laid as
a floating floor, with no need for
adhesives.
The Oak Seville is suitable for use with
underfloor heating and comes with a
25 year domestic guarantee.

Technical Specifications:
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Design:

1-Strip, 4-Sided Bevel

Surface Treatment:

Brushed White Oiled

Board Dimensions:

1900mm x 190mm x 14mm

Wear-Layer:

3mm Approx.

Re-Sandable:

2 – 3 Times.

Joint:

Fold-Down Click-Joint.

Installation:

Floating or Glue-Down

Pack Size:

2.88m2 per pack

Warranty:

20 Years.
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Kahrs Oak Galicia
A Rustic Floor Oozing Natural Charisma
Product Description:
A rustic, natural oak floor full of character. The Oak Galicia is a 1-Strip board, available in both
Matt Lacquer and Natural Oiled finish. Brushing brings out the natural texture of the wood and
a 4-sided bevel gives the boards that full plank look and feel.
Oak Galicia is a rustic board, naturally varied with some boards lighter and darker than others to
give an authentic look, and with
natural knots and cracks in the
wood. It is a floor oozing natural
charisma and the warm bronze
tones are rich and earthy.
The innovative click-joint makes
installation quick and easy with
each board locking snugly into
place beside its neighbor. Each
board measures 1900 x 190 x
14mm with a 3mm wear layer.
The oiled finish can be re-oiled
whenever needed, to restore it’s
full beauty. Durable, hearty and
full of character, the Oak Galicia
comes with a 20 year domestic
warranty and is suitable for
underfloor heating. It can be
laid as a floating floor or glued
down.

Technical Specifications:
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Design:

1-Strip, 4-Sided Bevel

Surface Treatment:

Brushed Matt Lacquer or Brushed & Oiled

Board Dimensions:

1900mm x 190mm x 14mm

Wear-Layer:

3mm Approx.

Re-Sandable:

2 – 3 Times.

Joint:

Fold-Down Click-Joint

Installation:

Floating or Glue-Down

Pack Size:

2.88m2 per pack

Warranty:

20 Years.
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Kahrs Oak Durham
A Star Performer with Style, Sophistication and Originality

Product Description:
The Kährs Oak Durham offers something a little different. Smoky grey tones within a 3-strip
board that gives natural variation of colour and shade.
The 3-Strip design of the Oak Durham makes it an ideal choice for smaller or narrower areas
where the narrower strips help to create the illusion of more space. But this is not just a
‘small-space’ board. The diversity of colour, from shimmering silver to dusky taupe, makes
this floor a star performer on both the traditional and contemporary interior stage. It has
style and sophistication and, above all, originality.
The Matt Lacquer finish helps those
eye-catching colours shine through, even
in direct sunlight, whilst offering a layer of
hard-wearing surface protection. The 5G
click-joint makes installation quick and easy,
with each board locking snugly into place
beside its neighbor for a gap-free floor.
Each board measures 2421 x 200 x 14mm
and this floor is suitable for use with
underfloor heating. A 20 Year Domestic
Guarantee shows this is a floor that will
stand the test of time.

Technical Specifications:
Design:

3-Strip

Surface Treatment:

Matt Lacquered

Board Dimensions:

2421mm x 200mm x 14mm

Wear-Layer:

3mm Approx.

Re-Sandable:

2 – 3 Times.

Joint:

5G Click-Joint

Installation:

Floating or Glue-Down

Pack Size:

2.91m2 per pack

Warranty:

20 Years.
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Kahrs Oak Santiago
Eye-Catching and Stylish Pale Tones
Product Description:
The Oak Santiago is an eye-catching 1-strip floor. Its pale sandy tones are streaked with natural
blonde sapwood to produce a floor that exudes style. With a coastal and contemporary feel,
this beautiful floor will suit a wide range of interior styles.
The brushed white oiled finish accentuates the natural texture and grain of the wood whilst
protecting against wear and tear.
4-Sided Microbevelling adds
depth and perspective to the
edge of the planks when laid,
and the innovative Woodloc®
5S click-joint makes installation
quick and easy with each board
locking snugly into place beside
its neighbor.
Each board measures 2420 x
187 x 15mm with a 3.5mm wear
layer that can be re-sanded
2 - 3 times throughout the
floor’s lifetime.
Comes with a 30 year domestic
warranty and is suitable for use
with underfloor heating.

Technical Specifications:
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Design:

1-Strip, 4-Sided Microbevel

Surface Treatment:

Brushed White Oiled

Board Dimensions:

2420mm x 187mm x 15mm

Wear-Layer:

3.5mm Approx.

Re-Sandable:

2 – 3 Times.

Joint:

Woodloc® 5S Click-Joint

Installation:

Floating or Glue-Down

Pack Size:

2.72m2 per pack

Warranty:

30 Years.
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Kahrs Oak Trondheim
Smooth Natural Oak with Sapwood Highlights

Product Description:
The Kährs Oak Trondheim is a warm, natural 1-strip floor, but the blonde sapwood streaks give it that
wow factor too.
This is a 1-strip floor, meaning the full width of the plank is covered in a single piece of oak, and a
4-sided bevel adds depth to the edges to give that full plank look and feel when laid. Brushing
accentuates the natural texture of the oak and the oiled finish provides a layer of protection against
wear and tear whilst maintaining the natural oak colour and feel.
Kahrs recommend an extra coat of oil is applied to the floor, once laid, to seal into the joints, and the
floor can be re-oiled when needed to refresh its
natural beauty.
The Oak Trondheim comes with Kahrs newest joint
design, the Woodloc® 5S, which allows each board to
click and lock tightly into place with easy, for a gap-free
floor and no adhesvie needed!
Each board measures 2420 x 187 x 15mm and the
floor is suitable for use with underfloor heating.
A 30 Year Domestic Guarantee shows this is a floor
that will stand the test of time.

Technical Specifications:
Design:

1-Strip, 4-Sided Bevel.

Surface Treatment:

Brushed & Oiled

Board Dimensions:

2420mm x 187mm x 15mm

Wear-Layer:

3.5mm Approx.

Re-Sandable:

2 – 3 Times.

Joint:

Woodloc® 5S Click-Joint

Installation:

Floating or Glue-Down

Pack Size:

2.72m2 per pack

Warranty:

30 Years.
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Kahrs Oak Quebec
Pale Oak With a Freshly Sawn Aesthetic
Product Description:
The Kahrs Oak Quebec is a 1-Strip floor designed to look and feel like freshly sawn timber.
Perfect for rural or even coastal homes, though just as happy amongst more contemporary
surroundings, it is a flexible and neutral floor that will appeal to a wide range of tastes.
The brushed white oiled finish accentuates the natural texture and grain of the wood whilst
protecting against wear and tear.
A 4-Sided Bevel adds depth
and perspective to the edge
of the planks when laid, and
the innovative Woodloc® 5S
click-joint makes installation
quick and easy with each board
locking snugly into place beside
its neighbor.
Each board measures 2420 x
187 x 15mm with a 3.5mm wear
layer that can be re-sanded
2 - 3 times throughout the
floor’s lifetime.
Comes with a 30 year domestic
warranty and is suitable for use
with underfloor heating.

Technical Specifications:
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Design:

1-Strip, 4-Sided Bevel

Surface Treatment:

Brushed White Oiled, Fresh Sawn

Board Dimensions:

2420mm x 187mm x 15mm

Wear-Layer:

3.5mm Approx.

Re-Sandable:

2 – 3 Times.

Joint:

Woodloc® 5S Click-Joint

Installation:

Floating or Glue-Down

Pack Size:

2.72m2 per pack

Warranty:

30 Years.
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Kahrs Oak Inverness
Expressive & Diverse 3-Strip Floor

Product Description:
The Kahrs Oak Inverness is an expressive 3-strip floor, with real variation of colour from
limed oak to ash grey hues.
The 3-strip design makes it an ideal choice for hallways and smaller rooms as the narrow
plank aesthetic will enlarge the space. But with it’s paler tones, the Oak Inverness can also
sit well in more open-plan areas.
Brushing enhances the natural texture of the oak and a matt lacquer finish wil protect
against wear and tear with minimal maintenance.
The Oak Inverness comes with a Woodloc®
2G click-joint for quick and easy installation
and no adhesive needed!
Each board measures 2421 x 200 x 14mm,
the floor is suitable for use with underfloor
heating and comes with a 20 year domestic
warranty.
Can be laid as a floating floor or glued down
and it re-sandable 2 - 3 times throughout its
lifetime.

Technical Specifications:
Design:

3-Strip

Surface Treatment:

Brushed Matt Lacquered

Board Dimensions:

2421mm x 200mm x 14mm

Wear-Layer:

3mm Approx.

Re-Sandable:

2 – 3 Times.

Joint:

Woodloc® 2G Click-Joint

Installation:

Floating or Glue-Down

Pack Size:

2.91m2 per pack

Warranty:

20 Years.
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Kahrs Oak Canterbury
Bright and Warm with Golden Amber Tones

Product Description:
Oak Canterbury is a 1-strip board, 1900mm long by 190mm wide by 14mm thick, with 3mm
wear-layer. This is a bright and warming floor, with amber tones and golden shades. Soft Handscraping
adds texture and substance to the surface, enriched with oil for a natural finish and providing a layer
of protection against wear and tear.
This floor can be re-oiled throughout its lifetime, helping to maintain and refresh its beauty, and we
recommend an extra coat of oil is applied to the floor, once laid, to seal into the joints.
The Woodloc® Click-Joint ensures each board locks tightly into place with the next for a gap-free
floor that can be laid quickly and easily, without the need for adhesive.
This floor is suitable with underfloor heating and comes with a 20 year Kährs domestic warranty.

Technical Specifications:
Design:

1-Strip, 4-Sided Bevel

Surface Treatment:

Oiled, Handscraped

Board Dimensions:

1900mm x 190mm x 14mm

Wear-Layer:

3mm Approx.

Re-Sandable:

2 – 3 Times.

Joint:

Woodloc® 5G Click-Joint

Installation:

Floating or Glue-Down

Pack Size:

2.88m2 per pack

Warranty:

20 Years.
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Kahrs Oak Salisbury
A Rustic Handscraped, Smoked and Oiled Oak Floor

Product Description:
A darker shade of oak is created by smoking the boards during the manufacturing process,
giving the Kährs Oak Salisbury a variety of rich and complex shades, from coffee bean brown
to rusty copper to creamy almond. There is diversity and oodles of charisma in this hearty oak
floor.
The Salisbury is handscraped, giving texture to the surface, oiled for a natural finish and
bevelled for that full plank look and feel when laid. The floor can be re-oiled throughout its
lifetime, refreshing and rejuvenating the natural beauty in the wood, whilst providing
on-going protection against wear and tear.
Each board measures 1900 x 190 x 14mm, with a 3mm wear-layer. The Woodloc® ClickJoint makes installation a cinch, as each board locks tightly into place with the next, with no
adhesive needed.
The Oak Salisbury lends itself to more rustic, traditional interior styles but has the character
to shine on any stage. Natural knots and cracks in the word add charm and flavor to the floor,
which comes with a 20 year domestic warranty. The floor is also suitable for use with
underfloor heating.

Technical Specifications:
Design:

1-Strip, 4-Sided Bevel

Surface Treatment:

Oiled, Handscraped

Board Dimensions:

1900mm x 190mm x 14mm

Wear-Layer:

3mm Approx.

Re-Sandable:

2 – 3 Times.

Joint:

Woodloc® 5G Click-Joint

Installation:

Floating or Glue-Down

Pack Size:

2.88m2 per pack

Warranty:

20 Years.
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Kahrs Oak Cologne
Dark Smoked Oak, Rich With Character
Product Description:
The Kahrs Oak Cologne is a 1-strip, brushed, smoked and oiled floor with rich dark brown tones
to add warmth and character to your interior space.
Smoking during the manufacturing process creates those darker earthy tones in the oak and
brushing brings out the natural texture of the wood. The oiled finish protects against wear
and tear whilst maintaining the
natural look and feel of the floor.
A 4-Sided Microbevel adds
depth and perspective to the
edge of the planks when laid,
and the click-joint system makes
installation quick and easy with
each board locking snugly into
place beside its neighbor.
Each board measures 1900 x
190 x 14mm with a 2.5mm wear
layer that can be re-sanded
2 - 3 times throughout the
floor’s lifetime.
Comes with a 20 year domestic
warranty and is suitable for use
with underfloor heating.

Technical Specifications:
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Design:

1-Strip, 4-Sided Microbevel

Surface Treatment:

Smoked, Brushed & Oiled

Board Dimensions:

1900mm x 190mm x 14mm

Wear-Layer:

2.5mm Approx.

Re-Sandable:

2 – 3 Times.

Joint:

Fold-Down Click-Joint

Installation:

Floating or Glue-Down

Pack Size:

2.88m2 per pack

Warranty:

20 Years.
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Kahrs Oak Venice
On-Trend Grey Stained Oak

Product Description:
Kahrs Oak Venice is a warm and contemporary floor, that blends the natural beauty of oak
with an on-trend grey stain and a nature oil finish.
The 1-Strip design means the width of each plank is covered with a single piece of oak, further
enhancing the natural look and feel of this floor, and helping to make it a floor that straddles
the line between rustic and contemporary.
Each board measures 1900 x 190 x 14mm, with a 3mm wear-layer that can be re-sanded
2 - 3 times throughout its lifetime. A 4-Sided Microbevel adds depth to the edges of each
board to give that full plank look and feel when laid.
The oiled finish protects against wear and tear whilst maintaining the natural texture of the
oak. Kahrs recommend an extra coat of oil is applied, once laid, to seal into the joints. The floor
can be re-oiled when needed, to refresh and restore the boards to their original beauty.
This floor is suitable for use with underfloor heating and comes with a 20 year domestic
warranty.

Technical Specifications:
Design:

1-Strip, 4-Sided Microbevel

Surface Treatment:

Grey Stained & Oiled

Board Dimensions:

1900mm x 190mm x 14mm

Wear-Layer:

3mm Approx.

Re-Sandable:

2 – 3 Times.

Joint:

Fold-Down Click-Joint

Installation:

Floating or Glue-Down

Pack Size:

2.88m2 per pack

Warranty:

20 Years.
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Accessories
For Installation, Maintenance and Care of Your New Floor

The Cathedral Collection floors are complimented by a
comprehensive range of accessories, ensuring you have
everything you need for installation, maintenance and care
of your new floor.

the floor, once laid, to seal into the joints. This is the same
oil as used during the manufacturing process. It is a quick
and easy job, simply apply a little oil and mop into the floor
using a microfiber mop.

We recommend all Cathedral Collection floors are
installed using the Kährs Tuplex underlay, a 3mm high
performance underlay with built in damp-proof membrane.
For extra sound insulation, the Kährs Special Sound Impact
Underlayer can be used.

Door thresholds, mouldings and stairnosings can be
supplied to match your chosen Cathedral Collection floor,
along with beadings and scotia in satin oak, unfinished oak
or white pine.

For the oiled floors in the Cathedral Collection range, we
recommend an extra coat of Kährs Satin Oil is applied to
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For ongoing care and maintenance, Kährs cleaning and
care kits can be supplied to keep your floor looking fresh
and new, along with top-up oils and lacquers.
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